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AI ENABLED 
APPLICATIONS

Adding Value in the Era of Generative AI

AI can be integrated 
directly into your 

custom applications. 
Delivering 

intelligence into 
your business 
applications.

Seamless 
Intergration

Embedding AI in 
your solution can 

add insights to your 
data, suggest next 

actions, and provide 
enhanced decision- 

making functionality.

Constant 
AI-Powered 

Conversational 
interaction, voice-
enabled control, 
and user-centric 

interfaces improve 
engagement and 

satisfaction.

Enhanced User 
ExperienceImproved Search

AI-enabled search 
results in a simplified 

experience, boosts 
productivity, and 

reduces your training 
needs

AI generated content 
can reduce labor 
costs and create 
more targeted 

interactions with 
your customers.

Intelligent Content 
Generation

Advanced Search

	X  Users can interact with the search feature in a 
conversational and natural manner.

	X  AI can analyze your results and generate relevant 
responses, suggestions, and insights.

Generative Content

	X Auto-generate content or records based on user actions.

	X Create communications that are contextually aware       
of your client’s information and history.

Voice-Enabled Control

	X  Natural Language Processing enables users to perform 
operations via voice commands.

	X  Enhanced accessibility and convenience, enabling hands-
free interaction.

Through AI-enabled applications, the power of generative AI technologies like ChatGPT can be embedded directly into the 
applications your employees and customers already know and are using every day. 

Document Search

	X Transform search results into actionable answers with 
relevant document citations. Suggestions for follow-up 
questions for deeper understanding.

	X Summarizes content to find answers quickly.

Application Navigation

	X Ask your application what you are looking for instead of 
searching through a menu.

	X Constant access to an AI-powered assistant to perform 
relevant actions within your applications.

Knowledge Base

	X  AI can interpret the user’s questions and provide the 
appropriate response based on your existing documentation.

	X Increase employee productivity by reducing research effort. 
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